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Background

What is this guide?

This guide provides an introduction to creative computing with Scratch, using a design-
based learning approach. It is organized as a series of twenty 60-minute sessions, and 
includes session plans, handouts, projects, and videos. 

What is creative computing?

Creative computing is about creativity. Computer science and computing-related 
fields have long been perceived as being disconnected from young people’s interests 
and values. Creative computing supports the development of personal connections to 
computing, by drawing upon creativity, imagination, and interests. 

Creative computing is about computing. Many young people with access to computers 
participate as consumers, rather than designers or creators. Creative computing 
emphasizes the knowledge and practices that young people need to create the types 
of dynamic and interactive computational media that they enjoy in their daily lives. 

Engaging in the creation of computational artifacts prepares young people for more 
than careers as computer scientists or as programmers. It supports young people’s 
development as computational thinkers – individuals who can draw on computational 
concepts, practices, and perspectives in all aspects of their lives, across disciplines and 
contexts.

The activities in this guide are designed to explore computational thinking concepts 
(sequence, loops, parallelism, events, conditionals, operators, data), practices (working 
iteratively and incrementally, testing and debugging, reusing and remixing, 
abstracting and modularizing), and perspectives (expressing, connecting, questioning).

What is design-based learning?

Design-based learning is an approach that emphasizes designing (creating things, not 
just using or interacting with things), personalizing (creating things that are personally 
meaningful and relevant), collaborating (working with others on creations), and 
reflecting (reviewing and rethinking one’s creative practices). As such, a design-based 
approach to learning is particularly well suited to creative computing, and forms the 
basis for the design of each session described in this guide. 

Who is the guide for?

This guide is for any teacher who wants to support students’ development of 
computational thinking through explorations with Scratch. Scratch is already being 

used by many educators across a wide range of contexts, so we wrote the guide to be 
both subject-neutral and grade-neutral to accommodate different settings.

We rely on teachers to make the connections between the context of their learning 
environment and the activities that are described in this guide – and we hope to 
document some of these connections to share in future iterations of the guide.

What do I need in order to use this guide?

In addition to time, some important resources include:
computers with speakers (and, optionally, microphones and webcams): for the computer-
based design activities
projector or interactive whiteboard with speakers: for sharing works-in-progress and for 
demonstrations
network connection: for connecting to the Scratch and ScratchEd online communities
design notebooks (physical or digital): for documenting, sketching, and brainstorming 
ideas and plans

How should I use this guide?

We are releasing this guide under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 
license, which means that you are completely free to use, change, and share this work, 
as long as you provide appropriate attribution and give others similar access to any 
derivative works.

Feel free to design new activities and to remix the included activities. Of course, we’d 
love to learn about what you’re doing, so we encourage you to document and share 
your experiences with us and with other educators via the ScratchEd community at 
http://scratched.media.mit.edu

Where did this guide come from?

This guide was written by Karen Brennan, with significant contributions from 
Michelle Chung and Jeff Hawson. Stephanie Gayle provided significant review and 
feedback.

The guide’s content is based on four years of Scratch educator workshops, 
particularly the Google-funded 2009-2011 Creative Computing workshops that were 
co-hosted with Professor Mitchel Resnick and, more recently, NSF-funded ScratchEd 
workshops and meetups.
Many thanks to everyone who has made this guide possible, including the thousands 
of amazing workshop participants and ScratchEd online community members, and 
the members and friends of the ScratchEd and Scratch teams.
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Structure
The 20 sessions presented in this guide are organized into five topics, as a way for 
students to explore different genres of creative expression and form, while developing 
familiarity and fluency with computational concepts and practices.

Topic Description # of Sessions
Introduction Students are introduced to creative computing and 

Scratch, through sample projects and hands-on 
experiences.

2

Arts Students explore the arts by creating projects that 
include elements of music, design, drawing, and 
dance.

The computational concepts of sequence and loops, 
and the computational practices of being iterative 
and incremental are highlighted.

3

Stories Students explore storytelling by creating projects that 
include characters, scenes, and narrative.

The computational concepts of parallelism and 
events and the computational practices of reusing 
and remixing are highlighted.

3

Games Students explore games by creating projects that 
define goals and rules.

The computational concepts of conditionals, 
operators, and data, and the computational practices 
of testing and debugging are highlighted.

4

Final project Students develop independent projects by defining a 
project to work on, collaborating with others to 
improve the project, and presenting the project and 
its development process.

The computational practices of abstracting and 
modularizing are highlighted.

8

Daily Overview

Topic Session # Activity

Introduction 1 Planning: What is creative computing?Introduction 1
Planning: Defining computational design processes

Introduction 1

Exploring: Something surprising

Introduction 1

Reflecting: Our discoveries

Introduction

2 Reflecting: Design notebook question

Introduction

2
Creating: About me

Introduction

2

Reflecting: My design process
Arts 3 Reflecting: Design notebook questionArts 3

Connecting: My favorite song
Arts 3

Exploring: Programmed to dance

Arts 3

Reflecting: Step by step

Arts

4 Reflecting: Design notebook question

Arts

4
Creating: Dance party

Arts

4

Reflecting: How did you do that?

Arts

5 Reflecting: Design notebook question

Arts

5
Creating: Open-ended designing (arts)

Stories 6 Reflecting: Design notebook questionStories 6
Connecting: Six-word story

Stories 6

Exploring: Performing scripts

Stories 6

Reflecting: All together now

Stories

7 Reflecting: Design notebook question

Stories

7
Connecting: Creature construction

Stories

7

Creating: Pass-it-on

Stories

8 Reflecting: Design notebook question

Stories

8
Creating: Open-ended designing (stories)

Games 9 Reflecting: Design notebook questionGames 9
Exploring: Debug it!

Games 9

Reflecting: Comparing debugging strategies

Games

10 Reflecting: Design notebook question

Games

10
Connecting: Games brainstorm

Games

10

Creating: A-maze-ing

Games

11 Reflecting: Design notebook question

Games

11
Creating: Maze extensions

Games

11

Reflecting: Here’s what I figured out

Games

12 Reflecting: Design notebook question

Games

12
Creating: Open-ended designing (games)

Final project 13 Reflecting: Design notebook question
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Final project 13

Planning: Preparing for the final project

Final project

14 Reflecting: Design notebook question

Final project

14

Exploring: Special-interest groups

Final project

14

Creating: Open-ended designing

Final project

15 Reflecting: Design notebook question

Final project

15

Creating: Open-ended designing

Final project

16 Reflecting: Design notebook question

Final project

16

Exploring: Critique groups

Final project

16

Creating: Open-ended designing

Final project

17 Reflecting: Design notebook question

Final project

17

Creating: Open-ended designing

Final project

18 Reflecting: Design notebook question

Final project

18

Creating: Open-ended designing

Final project

18

Planning: Preparing for the final project reflection

Final project

19 Reflecting: Design notebook question

Final project

19

Creating: Open-ended designing

Final project

20 Reflecting: Design notebook question

Final project

20

Reflecting: Celebration and final project reflections

Each session plan contains the following elements:
• session description: a brief summary of the session’s activities
• objectives: a list of things that students will be able to know, do, or feel 

through the session’s activities
• session activities summary: an outline of the session
• resources: a list of (required and optional) session resources 
• session description: a detailed description of the session activities, including 

duration and student/facilitator actions
o each session description begins with a reflective design notebook 

question, something that students can get started on as soon as they 
arrive

o the remainder of the session description consists of different types of 
activities, including planning, connecting, exploring, creating, and reflecting 
activities

• notes: each session plan ends with a few reflective notes – points of common 
confusion, explanations of approaches, or suggestions for alternative 
strategies

Computational Thinking Connections
The following tables summarize the computational thinking framework and define its 
constituent components.
Computational Concepts

Concept Description
sequence identifying a series of steps for a task
loops running the same sequence multiple times
parallelism making things happen at the same time
events one thing causing another thing to happen
conditionals making decisions based on conditions
operators support for mathematical and logical expressions
data storing, retrieving, and updating values

Computational Practices

Practice Description
being iterative and 
incremental

developing a little bit, then trying it out, then developing some more

testing and 
debugging

making sure that things work – and finding and fixing mistakes

reusing and remixingmaking something by building on what others – or you – have done

abstracting and 
modularizing

building something large by putting together collections of smaller 
parts

Computational Perspectives

Perspective Description
expressing realizing that computation is a medium of creation

“I can create.”

connecting recognizing the power of creating with and for others
“I can do different things when I have access to others.”

questioning feeling empowered to ask questions about the world
“I can (use computation to) ask questions to make sense of 
(computational things in) the world.”
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Although the computational thinking concepts, practices, and perspectives are 
engaged throughout the curriculum guide activities, there are particular activities in 
which they are engaged more explicitly. The following tables highlight the activities in 
which computational concepts and computational practices are:

• introduced (marked with an I), 
• discussed (marked with a D), and
• explored (marked with an E)

 
Computational Concepts

Sess
ion 
#

Activity

seq
uen
ce

loo
ps

para
lleli
sm

eve
nts

con
diti
onal
s

ope
rato
rs

data

1 Planning: What is creative computing?1

Planning: Defining computational design processes

1

Exploring: Something surprising

1

Reflecting: Our discoveries

2 Reflecting: Design notebook question2

Creating: About me

2

Reflecting: My design process

3 Reflecting: Design notebook question D3

Connecting: My favorite song

3

Exploring: Programmed to dance I I

3

Reflecting: Step by step D D
4 Reflecting: Design notebook question4

Creating: Dance party E E

4

Reflecting: How did you do that? E E
5 Reflecting: Design notebook question5

Creating: Open-ended designing (arts) E E
6 Reflecting: Design notebook question6

Connecting: Six-word story

Exploring: Performing scripts I I
Reflecting: All together now D D

7 Reflecting: Design notebook question7

Connecting: Creature construction

7

Creating: Pass-it-on E E E E
8 Reflecting: Design notebook question8

Creating: Open-ended designing (stories) E E E E
9 Reflecting: Design notebook question9

Exploring: Debug it! I I

9

Reflecting: Comparing debugging strategies D D
10 Reflecting: Design notebook question10

Connecting: Games brainstorm

10

Creating: A-maze-ing D D
11 Reflecting: Design notebook question11

Creating: Maze extensions E E E E E E I/E

11

Reflecting: Here’s what I figured out D D D
12 Reflecting: Design notebook question D12

Creating: Open-ended designing (games) E E E E E E E
13 Reflecting: Design notebook question13

Planning: Preparing for the final project

14 Reflecting: Design notebook question14

Exploring: Special-interest groups D D D D D D D

14

Creating: Open-ended designing E E E E E E E
15 Reflecting: Design notebook question15

Creating: Open-ended designing E E E E E E E
16 Reflecting: Design notebook question16

Exploring: Critique groups

16

Creating: Open-ended designing E E E E E E E
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17 Reflecting: Design notebook question17

Creating: Open-ended designing E E E E E E E
18 Reflecting: Design notebook question18

Creating: Open-ended designing E E E E E E E

18

Planning: Preparing for the final project reflection

19 Reflecting: Design notebook question19

Creating: Open-ended designing E E E E E E E
20 Reflecting: Design notebook question20

Reflecting: Celebration and final project reflections

Computational Practices
Sess
ion 
#

Activity

bein
g 
itera
tive 
and 
incre
men
tal

reusi
ng 
and 
remi
xing

testi
ng 
and 
deb
uggi
ng 

abstr
actin
g 
and 
mod
ulari
zing

1 Planning: What is creative computing?1

Planning: Defining computational design processes I I I I

1

Exploring: Something surprising E

1

Reflecting: Our discoveries D
2 Reflecting: Design notebook question2

Creating: About me E

2

Reflecting: My design process D
3 Reflecting: Design notebook question3

Connecting: My favorite song

3

Exploring: Programmed to dance E

3

Reflecting: Step by step D
4 Reflecting: Design notebook question D

4

Creating: Dance party E

4

Reflecting: How did you do that? D
5 Reflecting: Design notebook question5

Creating: Open-ended designing (arts)

6 Reflecting: Design notebook question D6

Connecting: Six-word story

6

Exploring: Performing scripts

6

Reflecting: All together now

7 Reflecting: Design notebook question D7

Connecting: Creature construction E

7

Creating: Pass-it-on E
8 Reflecting: Design notebook question8

Creating: Open-ended designing (stories) E E
9 Reflecting: Design notebook question D9

Exploring: Debug it! E

9

Reflecting: Comparing debugging strategies E
10 Reflecting: Design notebook question10

Connecting: Games brainstorm

10

Creating: A-maze-ing E E E
11 Reflecting: Design notebook question D11

Creating: Maze extensions E E E E

11

Reflecting: Here’s what I figured out

12 Reflecting: Design notebook question D12

Creating: Open-ended designing (games) E E E E
13 Reflecting: Design notebook question D13

Planning: Preparing for the final project E
14 Reflecting: Design notebook question D14

Exploring: Special-interest groups
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Creating: Open-ended designing E E E E
15 Reflecting: Design notebook question D15

Creating: Open-ended designing E E E E
16 Reflecting: Design notebook question D16

Exploring: Critique groups

16

Creating: Open-ended designing E E E E
17 Reflecting: Design notebook question D17

Creating: Open-ended designing E E E E
18 Reflecting: Design notebook question D18

Creating: Open-ended designing E E E E

18

Planning: Preparing for the final project reflection

19 Reflecting: Design notebook question D19

Creating: Open-ended designing E E E E
20 Reflecting: Design notebook question20

Reflecting: Celebration and final project reflections

Computational Perspectives
Computational perspectives are not addressed explicitly in the curriculum guide, but 
are introduced and explored indirectly through discussion questions and design 
journal prompts. 

Assessment

Our approach to assessment is process-oriented, with a focus on creating 
opportunities for students to talk about their own (and others’) creations and creative 
practices. There are many forms of process-oriented data that could be collected and 
various strategies are suggested throughout the guide, such as:

• supporting conversations with and among students about their projects, 
recorded through audio, video, or text (such as the project planner handout 
from Session #13, the project critique handout from Session #16, or the project 
reflections handout from Session #18)

• examining portfolios of projects
• maintaining design journals

We view assessment as something that is done with students, to support their 
understanding of what they know and what they still want to know. Assessment can 
involve a variety of participants, including the creators, their peers, teacher, parents, 
and others.
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Standards
The sessions and activities in this guide make connections to several different K-12 
curriculum standards, including:

• CSTA K-12 Computer Science Standards 2011
http://csta.acm.org/includes/Other/CSTAStandardsReview2011.pdf
o Computational thinking – Algorithms (Levels 1A, 1B, 2)
o Computational thinking – Problem solving (Levels 1A, 1B, 2)
o Computational thinking – Abstraction (Levels 1B, 2)
o Computational thinking – Connections (Levels 1B, 2)
o Collaboration – Tools (Levels 1A, 1B, 2)
o Collaboration – Endeavor (Levels 1A, 1B, 2, 3A)
o Practice and programming – Learning (Levels 1A, 1B, 2)
o Practice and programming – Tools for creation (Levels 1A, 1B, 2)
o Practice and programming – Programming (Levels 1A, 1B, 2, 3A)
o Practice and programming – Careers (Levels 1A, 1B, 2)
o Community, Global, and Ethical Impacts – Responsible use (Levels 1A – 

3B)

• ISTE NETS Student Standards 2007
http://www.iste.org/standards/nets-for-students/nets-student-
standards-2007.aspx
o Creativity and Innovation – Students demonstrate creative thinking, 

construct knowledge, and develop innovative products and processes 
using technology. Students:
 apply existing knowledge to generate new ideas, products, or 

processes.
 create original works as a means of personal or group expression.

o Communication and Collaboration – Students use digital media and 
environments to communicate and work collaboratively, including at a 
distance, to support individual learning and contribute to the learning of 
others. Students:
 interact, collaborate, and publish with peers, experts, or others 

employing a variety of digital environments and media.
 communicate information and ideas effectively to multiple 

audiences using a variety of media and formats.
 contribute to project teams to produce original works or solve 

problems.
o Research and Information Fluency – Students apply digital tools to 

gather, evaluate, and use information. Students:
 plan strategies to guide inquiry.
 locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, synthesize, and ethically use 

information from a variety of sources and media.

 evaluate and select information sources and digital tools based on 
the appropriateness to specific tasks.

o Critical Thinking, Problem Solving, and Decision Making – Students use 
critical thinking skills to plan and conduct research, manage projects, 
solve problems, and make informed decisions using appropriate digital 
tools and resources. Students:
 identify and define authentic problems and significant questions for 

investigation.
 plan and manage activities to develop a solution or complete a 

project.
 collect and analyze data to identify solutions and/or make informed 

decisions.
 use multiple processes and diverse perspectives to explore 

alternative solutions.
o Digital Citizenship – Students understand human, cultural, and societal 

issues related to technology and practice legal and ethical behavior. 
Students:
 advocate and practice safe, legal, and responsible use of information 

and technology.
 exhibit a positive attitude toward using technology that supports 

collaboration, learning, and productivity.
 demonstrate personal responsibility for lifelong learning.

o Technology Operations and Concepts – Students demonstrate a sound 
understanding of technology concepts, systems, and operations. 
Students:
 understand and use technology systems.
 select and use applications effectively and productively.
 troubleshoot systems and applications.
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Sessions

Session #1

Session description
In this session, students are introduced to computational creation with the Scratch 
programming environment by viewing a collection of sample projects and 
engaging in an exploratory, hands-on experience.

Objectives
The students will:

• understand the concept of computational creation, in the context of 
Scratch

• be able to imagine possibilities for their own Scratch-based 
computational creation

• become familiar with resources that support their computational 
creation

Section activities summary
• Introduce the concept of computational creation and the Scratch 

environment
• Show sample Scratch projects
• Review design processes
• Explore the Scratch interface

Resources
• Scratch overview video (optional)http://vimeo.com/29457909
• Collection of sample projects
• Design notebooks (may be digital)
• Resources library items (Scratch cards, etc.)

Session description
~Min. Activities

15 Planning: What is creative computing?
• Ask students:

o What are the different ways you interact with computers?
o How many of those ways involve you creating with computers?

• Explain that over the next several sessions they will be creating 
their own interactive computational media with Scratch.

• Show a basic demo of Scratch, either through a live demo or 
through the Scratch overview video.

o You build projects by snapping blocks together, just as you can build 
things in the physical world by snapping LEGO bricks together.

o There are more than 100 blocks in 8 different categories.
o As a small example, let’s make the cat do a dance.
o Start by dragging out the “move 10 steps” block from the “Motion” 

blocks palette to the scripting area. Every time you click on the 
block the cat moves a distance of 10. You can change the number to 
make the cat move a greater or smaller distance.

o From the “Sound” palette, drag out the “play drum” block. Click 
on the block to hear its drum sound. Drag and snap the “play 
drum” block below the “move“ block. When you click on this 
stack of two blocks, the cat will move and then play the drum 
sound.

o Copy this stack of blocks (either using the Duplicate toolbar item or 
by right-clicking the stack and selecting “duplicate”) and snap the 
copy to the already-placed blocks. Change the second “move” 
block to -10 steps, so the cat moves backward. Every time the stack 
of four blocks is clicked, the cat does a little dance forward and 
back.

o Go to the “Control” blocks palette and grab the “repeat” block. 
Wrap the “repeat” block around the other blocks in the scripting 
area. Now when you click on the stack, the cat dances forward and 
back 10 times.

o Finally, drag the “when Sprite clicked” block and snap it to the top 
of the stack. Click on the cat (instead of the blocks stack) to make 
the cat dance.
• Show the range of projects they will be able to create, by sharing 

some sample projects that students will find engaging and 
inspiring. The Scratch website (http://scratch.mit.edu) has 
many interesting examples. 
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15 Planning: Defining the processes of computational design
• Introduce students to the other tools that they will have access to 

during their design activities:
o Design notebook, for recording their ideas and plans, as well as for 

responding to the per-session design notebook question
o Resource library, for accessing other forms of support, such as 

Scratch cards, or reminders of strategies for getting unstuck 
o Scratch website, for storing their projects and finding inspiration 

and help

10 Exploring: Something surprising
• Give students 10 minutes to explore the Scratch interface in an open-

ended way. One prompt is: “You have 10 minutes to make something 
surprising happen to a sprite.” Students are encouraged to work 
together, ask each other for help, and share what they are figuring out 
during the 10 minutes.

20 Reflecting: Our discoveries
• Ask for 3 or 4 volunteers to share with the entire group one thing that 

they discovered.
• Optionally, after the volunteers have shared, offer several challenges to 

the students:
o Did anyone figure out how to add sound?
o Did anyone figure out how to change the background?
o Did anyone figure out how to access the help screens for particular 

blocks?

Notes
A major goal of this session is to establish a culture of fearlessness, exploration, and 
peer collaboration. It is expected that students (and their teachers!) will not know 
everything ahead of time – and the environment becomes a space where everyone is 
learning together.

Questions ?
How … ?

To remember !
How … ?
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Session #2

Session description
In this session, students build on their initial explorations of the Scratch environment 
by creating an interactive project.
Objectives
The students will:

• become familiar with a wider range of Scratch blocks
• be able to create a Scratch project that is an interactive digital 

representation of their interests
Section activities summary

• Respond to design notebook question
• Create Scratch biography projects
• Share and discuss creations

Resources
• About me handout
• About me sample projects (optional)

Session description
~Min. Activities

5 Reflecting: Design notebook question
• What are three aspects of yourself that you could represent through 

images or sound?

40 Creating: About me
• Introduce students to the concept of the interactive collage, a Scratch 

project that represents aspects of themselves through clickable sprites. 
Optionally, show a couple of different interactive “About me” projects.

• Give students 35 minutes to work on their projects, with the “About 
me” handout available to provide guidance for blocks to experiment 
with.

15 Reflecting: My design process
• Invite 2 or 3 students to share their “About me” projects and encourage 

others to ask questions about their design process:
o What was your inspiration?
o How did you do that?
o What did you get stuck on? How did you get unstuck?
o What are you most proud of? Why?
o What might you want to do next?

• Ask students to post their projects on the Scratch website. (optional)

Notes
Example projects can simultaneously inspire and intimidate, open the creative space 
and constrain it. Encourage a wide range of creations – diversity is great.
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Session #3  (Arts )

Session description
In this session, students explore the concepts of instruction and sequence through the 
arts: music, design, drawing, and dance.
Objectives
The students will:

• learn to express a complex activity using a sequence of simple 
instructions

Section activities summary
• Respond to design notebook question
• Share favorite songs
• Express a sequence of dance moves using simple verbal instructions

Resources
• Dance videos
http://vimeo.com/28612347 ; 
http://vimeo.com/28612585 ; 
http://vimeo.com/28612800 ; 
http://vimeo.com/28612970

Session description
~Min. Activities

5 Reflecting: Design notebook question
• What are 5 situations where you use instructions? What are instructions 

good for?

10 Connecting: My favorite song
• Explain that the next few sessions will explore computational creation 

within the genre of the arts – music, design, drawing, and dance.
• Ask students to share one of their current favorite songs with the 

group.

20 Exploring: Programmed to dance
• Ask for 8 volunteers – four people who don’t mind being bossy and 

four people who don’t mind being bossed. Create four bossy/bossed 
pairs.

• For each bossy/bossed pair:
o Have the bossed partner facing away from the display and the 

bossy partner (and the rest of the group) facing the display.
o Show the video to the bossy partner and the group, but not to the 

bossed partner.
o Ask the bossy partner to describe to their partner – using only 

words! – how to perform the sequence of dance moves shown in 
the video.

25 Reflecting: Step by step
• After the four dances have been recreated, discuss the experience with 

the volunteers and the other students:
o What was easy/difficult about being the bossy partner?
o What was easy/difficult about being the bossed partner?
o What was easy/difficult about watching?
o How does this activity relate to what we’re doing with Scratch?

Notes
Like the two activities in this session, several of the activities in this guide will be 
computer-free. Stepping back from the computer can support fresh perspectives on 
and new understandings of computational concepts, practices, and perspectives..
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Session #4 (Arts )

Session description
In this session, students explore computational creation within the genre of the arts by 
designing interactive dance party projects.
Objectives
The students will:

• be able to create a Scratch project that combines animation and music
• understand and practice incremental development

Section activities summary
• Respond to design notebook question
• Create Scratch dance party projects
• Share and discuss creations

Resources
• Dance party handout
• Dance party sample projects (optional)

Session description

~Min. Activities

5 Reflecting: Design notebook question
• What are two strategies that you use (or could use) when you get stuck 

while designing?

40 Creating: Dance party
• Introduce students to the concept of a dance party, a Scratch project in 

which sprites get down with cool costumes and funky beats.
• Demonstrate how to start a dance party, by adding a sprite with 

multiple costumes that responds by dancing when clicked. Ask 
students:
o What is the difference between a sprite and a sprite’s costume?
o When might you want to use a sprite?
o When might you want to use a costume?

• Encourage students to be incremental in their development, adding 
and testing small amounts of code at a time.

• Have students work on their projects, with the “Dance party” handout 
available as a guide.

15 Reflecting: How did you do that?
• Ask students to do a gallery walk of the dance party projects-in-

progress. Encourage students to look at others’ code and ask questions 
about unfamiliar code constructs.

• Ask students to post their projects to the Scratch website. (optional)

Notes
The difference between sprites and costumes is often a source of confusion for 
Scratchers. The metaphor of actors wearing different costumes sometimes helps to 
clarify the difference.
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Session #5 (Arts )

Session description
In this session, students have time to build on an already-started project or to start 
a new computational exploration within the genre of arts.
Objectives
The students will:

• develop greater fluency with computational concepts (i.e. sequence, 
loops, events) and practices (i.e. iterative and incremental 
development, testing and debugging, reusing and remixing, 
abstracting and modularizing) by working on a self-directed project

Section activities summary
• Respond to design notebook question
• Work on Scratch projects

Resources
• Projects from prior sessions
• Arts starter projects handouts
• Arts starter sample projects (optional)

Session description
~Min. Activities

5 Reflecting: Design notebook question
• Sketch an idea for an arts-themed project. What features does it have?

55 Creating: Open-ended designing
• Explain to students that this session is an opportunity to go back to a 

project they started in a previous session or to start on a fresh idea.
• Offer the arts starter projects handouts to (and/or have brainstorm 

session with) students who are looking for project ideas to work on, 
including:
o Square, circle: Create a project that includes an orange square and a purple 

circle.
o Build-a-band: Create your own musical group by pairing sprites with 

sounds to make interactive instruments.
o Automatic drawing: Create a self-generating drawing project.

• Partway through the session, encourage students to check in with their 
neighbor to share what they have been working on.

• Ask students to post their projects on the Scratch website. (optional)

Notes
Open-ended design sessions provide an opportunity to check in with students 
who might need some additional attention or support.
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Session #6 (Stories )

Session description
In this session, students explore the concepts of parallelism and events through 
performance and story.
Objectives
The students will:

• be able to explain what parallelism is and how it works in Scratch
• be able to explain what events are and how they work in Scratch

Section activities summary
• Respond to design notebook question
• Write six-word stories
• Perform parallel and event-driven activities

Resources
• Physical Scratch blocks (optional)
• Sticky notes

Session description
~Min. Activities

5 Reflecting: Design notebook question
• What was a challenge you overcame in your last project? What is 

something you still want to figure out?

10 Connecting: Six-word story
• Explain that the next few sessions will explore computational creation 

within the genre of stories.
• Ask students to compose six-word stories about some aspect of their 

lives on sticky notes. The six-word story format is attributed to 
Hemingway, who once said that his best story was “For sale: baby 
shoes, never worn.” Share your own story or find others online as 
examples.

• Post the six-word stories in a central location, to be viewed throughout 
the activities.

25 Exploring: Performing scripts
• Ask for two volunteers.
• Prompted by the facilitator, the two volunteers will act out a series of 

instructions (either by “programming” the volunteers through the 
Scratch interface or through the physical version of the Scratch blocks). 
The instructions highlight parallelism (things happening at the same 
time) and events (one thing causing another thing to happen):
o Have one person do one thing (like walk across the room).
o Have that person “reset.”
o Have that person do two things simultaneously (like walk across 

the room and talk).
o Add the second person, by having the second person 

simultaneously (but independently) do a task, like talking.
o Have the second person do a dependent task, like responding to the 

first person instead of talking over.

20 Reflecting: All together now
• After the five “scripts” have been performed, discuss the experience 

with the volunteers and the other students:
o What were the different ways in which things were happening at 

the same time?
o What are the mechanisms that enable parallelism in Scratch?
o What are the different ways that actions were triggered?
o What are the mechanisms for events in Scratch?

Notes
Several weighty ideas are explored in this light-hearted activity. First, the notion 
of reset is something Scratchers struggle with as they get started. You program 
everything in Scratch and if you want things to start in a particular location, with a 
particular orientation, etc., you are completely responsible for those setup steps. 
Second, there are multiple levels of parallelism with Scratch. A single sprite can do 
multiple things at once, and multiple sprites can also perform actions 
simultaneously. Finally, there are different approaches to coordinating action 
within/across sprites. Many beginners use a central event (like the green flag) and 
wait blocks to control timing – there is a lot of power and excitement in learning 
the “broadcast” and “when I receive” block pair.
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Appendix: Links
A summary of links to curriculum guide resources:

Type Description Link

Video Intro to Scratch video http://vimeo.com/29457909

Video Dance #1 http://vimeo.com/28612347

Video Dance #2 http://vimeo.com/28612585

Video Dance #3 http://vimeo.com/28612800

Video Dance #4 http://vimeo.com/28612970

Project About me http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/
ScratchEdTeam/2041660

Project Dance party http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/
ScratchEdTeam/2041671

Project Square, circle http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/
ScratchEdTeam/2042075

Project Build-a-band http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/
ScratchEdTeam/2042276

Project Automatic drawing http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/
ScratchEdTeam/2042282

Project Conversation http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/
ScratchEdTeam/2042349

Project Scenes http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/
ScratchEdTeam/2042673

Project Slideshow http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/
ScratchEdTeam/2042695

Project Debug it #1 http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/
ScratchEdTeam/2042697

Project Debug it #2 http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/
ScratchEdTeam/2042703

Project Debug it #3 http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/
ScratchEdTeam/2042706

Project Debug it #4 http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/
ScratchEdTeam/2042712

Project Debug it #5 http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/
ScratchEdTeam/2042724

Project Maze http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/
ScratchEdTeam/2042736

Project Maze Extension: Score http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/
ScratchEdTeam/2042755

Project Maze Extension: Timer http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/
ScratchEdTeam/2042761

Project Maze Extension: Enemies http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/
ScratchEdTeam/2042763

Project Maze Extension: Levels http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/
ScratchEdTeam/2042764

Project Maze Extension: Rewards http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/
ScratchEdTeam/2042770

Project Collide http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/
ScratchEdTeam/2042778

Project Catlibs http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/
ScratchEdTeam/2042781

Project Scrolling http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/
ScratchEdTeam/2042861

Gallery Sample Scratch projects http://scratch.mit.edu/galleries/view/137903

Gallery Sample arts projects http://scratch.mit.edu/galleries/view/138296

Gallery Sample stories projects http://scratch.mit.edu/galleries/view/138297

Gallery Sample games projects http://scratch.mit.edu/galleries/view/138298

Gallery Maze extensions http://scratch.mit.edu/galleries/view/138300

Gallery About me sample projects http://scratch.mit.edu/galleries/view/138381

Gallery Dance party sample 
projects

http://scratch.mit.edu/galleries/view/138382

Gallery Maze sample projects http://scratch.mit.edu/galleries/view/138299
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Appendix: Handouts

This appendix includes the following handouts:

Session # Handout

2 About me
4 Dance party
5 Useful blocks for arts-themed projects5

Square, circle

5

Build-a-band

5

Automatic drawing
8 Useful blocks for stories-themed projects8

Conversation

8

Scenes

8

Slideshow
9 Debug it!
10 Maze
12 Useful blocks for games-themed projects12

Collide

12

Catlibs

12

Scrolling
13 Plans for my final project13

Sketches of my final project
16 Project feedback
18 My project reflections
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Handouts
Session #2
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STEP BY STEP...

1. Add a sprite

3. Repeat!

2. Make it interactive

paint your 
own sprite

get a surprise spritechoose a downloaded 
or library sprite

make your sprite
interactive by
adding scripts that
have the sprite
respond to clicks, 
key presses, and
more

BLOCKS TO PLAY ABOUT ME

How can you combine interesting images 
and 
sounds to make an interactive collage 
about yourself?
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